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‘Olive’ is a new approach to health, wellbeing and

preventive care for corporate groups, IGOs and

NGOs.  The launch follows a successful pilot

programme, which was rolled out to 27,000 employees

of IGO clients around the world. Olive is the latest

offering in Allianz Care’s suite of health and protection

services. Olive has been especially designed for

corporate groups, IGOs and NGOs taking into account

the significantly varied needs of these groups, and the

challenges to their mental and physical health. Olive

represents a fundamental shift from reactive to

proactive care, which Allianz Care believes will

significantly improve health outcomes.

Everything you need to know from June 2020
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Allianz Care has announced
the launch of ‘Olive’

https://ipmimagazine.com/medical-health-insurance/en/health-medical-travel-expatriate-
insurance-product-news/item/5902-allianz-care-launches-olive-a-proactive-approach-to-health-and-
preventive-care

Bupa UK has expanded its range of remote health

services to include round-the-clock advice from

nurses, treatment from GPs, physios and mental

health therapists. The “Bupa From Home” package

enhancements also include access to diagnosis and

treatment for critical conditions such as cancer,

cardiac and mental health, especially those

considered vulnerable as a result of Covid-19. A

recent study by The Lancet, showed that 20% of the

UK population is at risk during the pandemic due

to common conditions such as diabetes, obesity

and heart problems. Doctors are concerned that a

large proportion of those with serious conditions

are putting off seeking help from a GP.  Bupa can

now connect customers to thousands of

consultants offering remote consultations. They

have also confirmed that it has expanded a rapid

cardiac assessment service to all health insurance

customers. Following a pilot, Bupa have seen a

threefold increase in the number of appointments

through its digital GP service since March; calls to

Bupa's 'Anytime' Healthline have more than

doubled compared to the previous year. Alex Perry,

CEO of Bupa UK Insurance said: "This pandemic has

seen a huge increase in the use of healthcare

delivered by phone, video or in the home. Now

more than ever, customers are looking for safe and

convenient ways to access advice and care to

support their physical and mental health”.

https://www.covermagazine.co.uk/news/4016856/bupa-expands-remote-health-services?
utm_medium=email&utm_content=&utm_campaign=New%20%3E%20CV.MondayMailer.Adam.Com
mentary.V1&utm_source=CV.DCM.Editors_Updates&utm_term=MCGRIGOR%20CORPORATION

Bupa UK has expanded its range of
remote health services

Editorial
The news this month primarily reflects the shift in focus
from the first impacts of Covid as some countries move
away from the height of the pandemic. It is interesting
to note that the many positive stories about the growth
in adoption of telemedicine, particularly in the
US, may have been premature. It appears the structural
and legal barriers which were there before still exist and
there has been a decline in telemedicine’s usage.
However, this has not stopped some global insurers,
such as Bupa, increasing their digital offerings. What
remains clear, however, is the continuing importance
attached to wellbeing amongst payors, providers,
employers, consumers and investors. This is particularly
pertinent in the areas of mental and emotional support.
Many insurers - both domestic and (excitingly)
international - and health service companies are still
building on their programmes, remote care and apps in
this area. Digital health companies continue to have
success in their funding rounds. As ever, we hope you
find this newsletter interesting and useful. If there are
any areas that you would like us to focus on please do
not hesitate to contact me.
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Mercer launches employee
wellbeing app to
deliver new and existing
benefits

As the global workforce continues to face uncertainty

and more altered modes of working, so mental health

is increasingly becoming a key consideration in

business resilience. To help support organisations

throughout this challenging period, International SOS

has partnered with Workplace Options (WPO) to

launch the COVID-19 Counselling Support Hotline. The

hotline can be set up as a short-term counselling line

for the entire workforce for up to two months.

International SOS launches
counselling support hotline for
global workforce during
COVID-19

Pacific Prime has announced that its new office in

Mexico is now open and fully operational. Based in

Mexico City, the office will serve as the company’s new

branch to push and expand insurance brokerage

services in Mexico. It is  for local Mexicans, expats, their

family members and multinational businesses looking

to cover employees on overseas assignments.

The new Pacific Prime Mexico office will be offering a

number of locally and internationally compliant

insurance solutions, including: Individual health

insurance, Life insurance, Auto insurance, Personal

accident insurance, Personal content and property

insurance, Investment and retirement products

"“The new office will enhance Pacific Prime’s local

servicing of new and existing clients and expand the

firm’s reach in the Latin America region,” said Marco

Vuarambon, CEO Mexico."

Pacific Prime opens new
office in Mexico

https://ipmimagazine.com/medical-health-insurance/en/news/insurance/item/5906-new-
pacific-prime-office-opens-to-expand-brand-presence-in-mexico

https://www.covermagazine.co.uk/news/4016411/mercer-launches-employee-wellbeing-app?
utm_medium=email&utm_content=&utm_campaign=CV.Daily_RL.EU.A.U&utm_source=CV.DCM
.Editors_Updates&utm_term=MCGRIGOR%20CORPORATION

https://ipmimagazine.com/medical-health-insurance/en/news/assistance/item/5892-international-
sos-launches-counselling-support-hotline-for-global-workforce-during-covid-19

Mercer's new Ondo app encourages healthy habits and

supports employee engagement. The Ondo app is

designed to help companies deliver new and existing

wellbeing benefits, using personalised notifications and

social communities in a bid to help employees create

and sustain healthy habits. It focuses on physical, mental,

social and financial wellbeing. Using gamification

techniques, Ondo nudges individuals to engage with

new and existing benefit offerings and wellbeing ideas in

a "fun way", based on their personality and behaviour

data
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Milliman announced in June that it had acquired the

health technology startup HealthIO, and have launched

Milliman-HealthIO, an innovative combination of

Milliman’s predictive health analytics and HealthIO’s

preventive health technology. This product aims to

make healthcare preventive, predictive and

participative. HealthIO works in four stages to provide

personalised, preventative medical insights. An intuitive

app, along with state-of-the-art medical devices, 

provides greater visibility into the user’s health data,

while keeping them engaged and motivated.  HealthiO

has built a “micro-social network” of trusted advocates,

such as family members, caregivers and nurses to

support users in achieving their health goals.

Personalised health reports are created for the each

user to ensure that they can see their health specific

journey. Their advocates also gain insight into their

health goals and progress. Using AI algorithms Healthio

combines longitudinal user health records and

historical health data, to provide powerful predictive

insights

After an initial spike, US
Telehealth visits are on the
decline

https://www.milliman.com/en/-/media/Milliman/PDFs/Press%20releases/Milliman-healthIO-
Press-Release.ashx
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Milliman announces
acquisition of HealthIO

https://www.healthcareitnews.com/news/after-initial-spike-telehealth-visits-are-decline-report-
finds?utm_source=SFMC&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=NL-MobiHealth+NewsDay-
2020-06-29+-+20200626_175617+-+20200629_154353%E2%80%8B

Telemedicine — the delivery of care by a clinician in one

location to a patient in another — is seen as a vital

component of the nation’s response to the Covid-19

pandemic. But now, the use of telemedicine is steadily

declining. 

During the week of June 14, telemedicine was used for

only 8% of the usual pre-pandemic number of visits. In

April this number was up at 14%. So why such a decline? 

Implementing telemedicine isn’t easy. To do it well, a

physician practice must buy appropriate technology and

train staff and patients to use it. It takes time to help an

80-year-old, unfamiliar with technology, do a video visit.

New workflows must be introduced. If a patient needs a

laboratory test, for example, where do you send them?

Clinical schedules need to be changed. Documentation

protocols must be updated. And so on..

In the midst of a lockdown, physicians did what they

could and switched to telemedicine as their only option.

Due to  the technical difficulty of virtual visits, many

reverted to phone calls. But slowly, as we are getting used

to a 'new normal' and communities are reopening, making

in-person visits an option, many physicians are deciding

that telemedicine is no longer a necessary investment and

so  are abandoning it altogether.

This is supposed to be
telemedicine’s time to
shine. Why are doctors
abandoning it?

https://www.statnews.com/2020/06/25/telemedicine-time-to-shine-doctors-abandoning-it/?
mc_cid=0ca7767038&mc_eid=2b98d054e2

A new report from the Commonwealth Fund found a

"plateau" in the growth of telemedicine visits. In the US

more attention is now, as states re-open, being paid to the

increasing costs of Telehealth visits. Furthermore, the

report found that telemedicine visits have been declining

since April, which may suggest health providers are still

finding the best ways to provide virtual services.

"Telemedicine cannot replace all types of visits – for

instance, in-person visits are still necessary to diagnose

and test certain complex conditions," according to the

Commonwealth Fund SVP for Policy and Research. While

these results are from a sample of practices accounting for

approximately 5% of ambulatory visits in the U.S, it seems

likely that their experiences are typical, and "most

practices are facing similar challenges," they said. Why is

this important ? Many patients are still fearful of a physical

visit to the doctor, meaning that many are deferring

necessary care for chronic conditions. It also reflects the

need in the US to ensure virtual care is accessible in the

long term. Medical practises are also having to the bear

the costs of modifications and face reductions in fee-for-

service revenue which may threaten access to care for

patients.
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For the past 10 to 15 years, virtual health has been

heralded as the next disrupter in the delivery of care, but

general uptake has been minimal. The COVID-19

pandemic is pushing against structural barriers that had

previously slowed health system investment in

integrated virtual health applications.

More than a decade ago, virtual health was celebrated as

a game changer in the healthcare industry, but despite

the fact that the technology made virtual health

possible, providers, patients, and consumers have been

slower to adopt it than was first anticipated. As

discussed in Telehealth: A quarter-trillion-dollar post-
COVID-19 reality, COVID-19 has pushed providers,

patients, and consumers over the tipping point

encouraging widespread adoption; beyond traditional

applications.

Opportunity exists for health systems to enhance their

value proposition for consumers in a way that creates

new interactions or loyalties. Additionally, providers may

build new capabilities that could lead to success in risk-

based reimbursement models. On the acute care side,

an opportunity may also exist to promote efficiency

through models like tele-ICU and change-capacity use

through “hospital at home” (HaH) models. 

How health systems think about these value drivers and

strategies will likely depend on their market position,

provider/specialty capacity, and growth objectives.

https://www.mckinsey.com/industries/healthcare-systems-and-services/
our-insights/virtual-health-a-look-at-the-next-frontier-of-care-delivery?cid=other-eml-alt-mip-
mck&hlkid=ebba626284524276b47e6267ae40f479&hctky=9474346&hdpid=
c61d8de7-79cc-469b-90f1-b6c2612ada8f
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Virtual health: A look at the
next frontier of care
delivery

Recent Digital Health
Funding – from ‘Rock
Health’

Care co-ordination company, PatientPing,

landed $60M.
Headspace scored $47.7M for its meditation app.

Alpha Health picked up $20M to automate medical

claims.

 Virtual care and communication platform, 

CareAcademy nabbed $9.5M to train senior 

AI diagnosis startup, EnsoData, closed a $9M 

Cedar closed $102M to expand beyond patient

billing.

Kidney care company, Somatus, scored $64M.

Regulatory toolkit, BrightInsight, bagged  $40M.
Calibrate got $5.1M for its metabolic telemedicine

platform.

Tatch took in $4.25M to help diagnose sleep

disorders.

A Direct-to-consumer health insurer, Oscar,

nabbed $225M.
In-home care startup, DispatchHealth,

secured $135M

       Conversa Health, got $12M 

      care professionals.

      Series.
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Private medical insurance (PMI) in the Uk has gone

digital. Numerous Companies have reached an

agreement to welcome in the electronic transfer of

underwriting between insurers, following an industry-

wide consultation led by AMII executive chairman

Stuart Scullion.

Known as the Transfer of Personal Data &

Underwriting initiative, the pan-industry agreement is

for businesses transferring between insurers for

company schemes, both SME and corporate. It will

involve a number of new protocols for intermediaries

and insurers, regardless of whether they are AMII

members.

        Now more than ever, collaboration
and open communication is vital for
industry to continue to support
customers and the UK health service -
Greg Levine (Managing Director of
Vitality). 
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Expat population in some
GCC states may drop by
up to 10%

GENERAL ARTICLES
The scope of physical
wellness programs is
broadening
The attention that COVID-19 has given to mental and

social well-being and the expansion of telemedicine

services will transform employer wellness programs.

Employers and their workers engage in digital

channels now more than ever. 

The rapid move to remote working environments

caused by the pandemic has led to many employers

pushing mental, financial, emotional and even social

well-being activities. Thanks to advanced app-based

channels, employers are hosting virtual coffee breaks,

happy hours and movement breaks to bring those in

isolated environments together.

https://www.plansponsor.com/in-depth/scope-physical-wellness-
programs-broadening/

According to Oxford Economics, the population of

some countries in  the six-nation Gulf Cooperation

Council may drop by as much as 10% due to the the

impact of COVID-19, which is forcing their largely

foreign workers to leave. The report said: “Dependence

on expat workers in vulnerable sectors means the

burden of job losses will fall on the expat population.

Due to employment dependent visas and the lack of a

social safety net, an expat exodus is looking more likely,

especially as travel restrictions are being eased.”

https://gulfbusiness.com/expat-population-gcc-states-may-drop-10-report/

Association of Medical
Insurers and
Intermediaries (AMII)
announces ‘landmark’
pan-industry agreement

https://www.mobihealthnews.com/news/teladoc-health-absorbs-intouch-
healths-enterprise-telehealth-business-600m
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